
centertec Opens SummerTEC: Summer Camp
Starting June 12, 2017

centertec

centertec opens SummerTEC - summer
camp to learn computer coding.

LANGHORNE, PENNSYLVANIA,
UNITED STATES, March 7, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Philadelphia PA,
Thursday, March 7, 2017:  centertec,
(www.centertec.com) the world’s first and
largest virtual reality entertainment and
social center is proud to announce
SummerTEC Summer Camp.  centertec,
located at the Oxford Valley Mall in
Langhorne PA, is the first virtual reality
(VR) social center that offers computer
learning classes for grades 3 though 8
starting June 12, 2017.

“Learning to program computers is the basic literacy in our digital age,” said Daniel Taylor, co-founder
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Daniel Taylor

of centertec.  “Kids today are growing up in a completely
different world than their parents; with smartphones, YouTube,
MineCraft, Instagram and even programmable toys as part of
their daily life.  It’s one thing to use all of that technology, but
it’s more important to understand the programming behind
everything and bring their ideas to life.”

centertec changes everything, again.  centertec, only in its
fourth month of operation, is sold out all the time with VR
parties.  centertec is truly a center of technology for people of

all ages, sizes and incomes, and now it is a center for learning technologies.

“Our dependency on technology will only increase; it’s not going away,” says Bill Tustin, CEO of
centertec. “Programming doesn’t have to be hard to learn, and our SummerTEC Summer Camp
classes will give kids the confidence and abilities needed to be active in our digital world of today and
tomorrow.”

centertec offers custom birthday party packages, as seen here:
http://centertec.com/index.php/videos/video/18-birthday-party-video

Reservations for centertec are encouraged and are available for $30 per person per hour.  

Tickets are available online at http://www.centertec.com
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kids celebrate another birthday at centertec

Experience a Whole New World at centertec
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